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MAXIMIZING LEAD GENERATION MARKETING ROI - PART 1: LEAD QUALITY COUNTS
By Jim Lenskold
August 2008
This is the first article in the four-part series on Maximizing Lead Generation Marketing ROI. The other
articles in this series include:
•
•
•

Part 2: Insight, Alignment & Action
Part 3: Measuring Effectiveness
Part 4: Dashboard Metrics

Marketers responsible for lead generation are all too familiar with some common challenges –getting
closed-loop feedback from the sales organization, measuring marketing effectiveness beyond just
lead quantity and cost per lead, and building strong alignment with the sales organization. As we
presented in the MarketingProfs’ research report, “B-to-B Lead Generation: Marketing ROI and
Performance Evaluation Study,” effective lead generation marketing is very much tied to overcoming
these challenges to prioritize lead quality over lead quantity.
The research report released in June 2008 showed that companies rating their lead generation
marketing as more effective than competitors were three times as likely to report a strength in closedloop sales tracking and measuring the ROI (return on investment) of their lead generation marketing.
More than half of the marketers with more effective lead generation marketing (56%) expect that their
sales organizations would rate the quality of leads as positive (top two scores on a 5-point rating
scale) compared to just 20% of those with less effective marketing.
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Lead quality is critical to managing and improving bottom line performance. In addition to these
research findings, basic ROI analytics can be used to make your case to prioritize quality over
quantity and guide your decisions to deliver greater performance and profitability. You ultimately need
better insight into the two primary dimensions of quality – average profit per sale and average
conversion rates from lead to sale. With insight into lead quality and ROI, the marketing team can
unlock untapped opportunities with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better alignment of the marketing spend to value potential
Improvements to marketing strategy
Better tracking and metrics
Earning buy-in from the sales organization

We’ll run through some basic math first to build the support for acting on the strategy, metrics, and
alignment opportunities.
Marketing Investment Levels Aligned to Value Potential
Cost per Lead is a very commonly used marketing metric (used by 34% of B2B lead generation
marketers according to our research). It can be an insightful metric but it is highly dependent on all
leads having the same value and conversion potential, which is rarely the case. If your cost per lead
goes up but you bring in better quality leads with either higher profit per sale or conversion rates, it will
be a worthwhile investment. Marketing effectiveness can be improved with “value-tiered marketing
investments” that align marketing spending with the expected returns for better ROI performance.
For example, you may be marketing to a target audience that has an average profit per sale of $4,000
(based on $16,000 revenue * 25% gross margin) and a lead-to-sale conversion rate of 7%. To
achieve an ROI of 25% the maximum Cost per Lead is calculated as $224. The calculation is
presented below.
Maximum Cost per Lead = ($4,000 / (1 + 25%)) * 7% = $224
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But suppose the target audience is made up of three equal-size segments with the following
performance patterns:

Segments
Segment A
Segment B
Segment C
Total (average)

Conversion
Rate
6%
10%
5%
7.0%

Profit per
Sale
$5,000
$4,000
$3,000
$4,000

Segment A has the highest value, while Segment B has a highest conversion rate. It does not make
sense to manage our marketing investment using the average Cost per Lead. Instead we run the
basic calculation to determine the maximum Cost per Lead per segment.

Segments
Segment A
Segment B
Segment C
Total (average)

Conversion Rate
6%
10%
5%
7.0%

Profit per Maximum Cost
Sale
per Lead
$5,000
$240
$4,000
$320
$3,000
$120
$4,000
$224

Now we can see that more marketing can be invested into Segment B based on the higher quality of
the lead. In fact our previous marketing to Segment C that averaged $224 Cost per Lead was actually
costing more in marketing than the profits returned and therefore hurting the company’s financial
performance.
This is a very basic financial analysis which can be replaced with more advanced versions that take
into account the sales investment in addition to the marketing investment and multiple stages of
conversion rates from initial sales acceptance of leads through the sales pipeline. The other benefit of
improving lead quality is that the cost of sales resources will be reduced as the leads unlikely to
convert to a sale are removed from the sales pipeline. In the advanced versions of the ROI analysis,
this becomes apparent.
Regardless of the level of sophistication, we have at least established the economic view of why lead
quality and targeting are important to drive effectiveness, performance, and ROI. Segmentation of
targeted prospects based on the two dimensions of lead quality allows you to invest more in high
profit-potential segments and reduce spending with low profit-potential segments.
Improvements in Marketing Strategy
There are a number of key areas of marketing strategy that can benefit with better insight into lead
quality. The most significant driver of ROI is targeting so improvements here are a top priority. Lead
generation marketing can reach a broad audience with many different types of marketing tactics. The
goal is to concentrate additional tactics and offers on the top segments of prospects. This is where
lead scoring and predictive modeling can be used to set the priorities and establish investment levels
based on the conversion probability and value probability.
Better marketing conditioning and nurturing of leads prior to the hand off to the sales team improves
conversion rates. Improvements in the effectiveness of this stage of marketing can be assessed using
lead-to-sale conversion rates and incremental customer value per sale. Once again, a basic ROI
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calculation can demonstrate how investing in additional marketing touchpoints prior to handing leads
off to sales can generate significant returns from increased revenues.
The focus on narrowing the marketing efforts on fewer but better prospects to deliver higher quality
leads always sparks the same question – “but what if the volumes drop too low?” If you apply the ROI
analysis shown above and identify the point of diminishing returns – that is the point where the cost
per lead is too high to reach your ROI target – it is certainly possible that your total lead quantities will
decrease. But when you reach the point where your lead generation marketing will no longer be
profitable, quantity will not help. You must then shift your priorities to improving effectiveness with the
leads you are already generating. To achieve this effectively, marketing must be working in step with
the sales organization to improve conversion rates within the sales pipeline.
Keep in mind that improving conversion rates in the sales pipeline has very high profit potential, even
if lead quantity is not an issue. If only 2% to 10% of leads are converting to closed sales, that means
90% to 98% of the leads are leaking out of the funnel, offering plenty of room from performance
improvements. Marketing organizations that are restricted to lead generation with a minimal role in
supporting the sales pipeline should look closely at the opportunities here to build the case for better
alignment and integration.
As part of your overall funnel management and getting the most value from the leads generated, ROI
insight tied to lead quality can also support decisions for marketing to nurture rejected or stalled leads.
Better Tracking & Metrics
Marketing ROI is driven by three primary drivers of profitability – incremental customer value (ideally
long-term profits), lead-to-purchase conversions rate, and cost per sale. Add “Total Sales Volume” to
that list and you have the four most critical metrics for managing performance – keeping the
company’s overall financial performance on track and guiding marketing and sales priorities to reach
and exceed goals. These same metrics work at the campaign level to prioritize segments for targeting
and guide budget allocation, as addressed earlier in this article. Other marketing metrics should align
to these core metrics to provide greater depth of insight that can be acted upon. For example, a metric
such as Average Value of First-Time Buyers may serve as an early indicator of a likely decline in
future revenues if your marketing is now attracting leads from lower value segments.
In order to use better metrics that reflect lead quality, you must have better tracking – in particular the
closed-loop feedback from the sales organization that captures the lead outcomes such as sales
acceptance, funnel progression, and conversion to closed sale. The ratio of marketing qualified leads
(“MQLs,” which represent the leads marketing deems ready to hand over to the sales organization) to
sales qualified leads (“SQLs,” which represent the leads sales accepts as qualified for a sales contact)
is very important. Marketing can improve this MQL to SQL ratio when provided with feedback to
understand the drivers of rejected leads and profiles of the accepted leads.
Additional tracking detail from the sales organization that can support improvements in lead quality
includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Lead screening reasons (i.e., why MQLs are not accepted as SQLs).
Lead progression rates through key funnel stages to show leakage points.
Average days from lead hand-off to sales contact (reflecting sales capacity and the “freshness”
of leads contacted).
Good reporting on leakage reasons (i.e., why they dropped out of the sales pipeline).
Joint win-loss analysis to assess leads lost late in the sales pipeline.
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•

Analyses of closed sales to provide information on both net close rate and incremental
customer value (sometimes available through financial systems instead of sales reporting).

Marketing also has to take responsibility for tracking and maintaining quality data for performance
analysis. The Lenskold Group/Kneebone 2008 Marketing ROI & Measurements Studyshowed that
access to data under marketing’s control was a weakness yet had a strong correlation to achieving
highly effective and efficient marketing. In particular, marketing must maintain detailed tracking of
outbound and inbound marketing touchpoints to prospects during the lead generation process. This
information is critical to applying more advanced measurements that can properly attribute sales
contribution to multiple touchpoints instead of just crediting the most recent lead source.
Earning Sales Buy-In
Simply wishing for, or even requesting, that the sales organization put extra effort into providing
tracking information to marketing is not enough. Marketing must make the case that it can and will act
on the information provided. As established at the beginning of this article, lead quality benefits the
sales organization as well as the financial performance of the company. Leads with higher conversion
rates use sales resources more efficiently. And higher conversion rates and higher value per sale both
contribute to achieving sales goals.
The B-to-B Lead Generation: Marketing ROI and Performance Evaluation Study found that companies
outgrowing their competitors had better alignment between sales and marketing than companies
growing slower than competitors as shown in the chart below.

One of the most effective ways that we have found to break down the barriers between marketing and
sales is to identify and work with a pilot team within the sales organization. The pilot team is typically a
group that sees the potential value of lead quality, or is willing to experiment in order to improve
performance. The tracking efforts are done without major investments into systems infrastructure or
organization-wide process changes.
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The closed-loop information provided back to marketing is then applied to improve lead quality from
the initial targeting and tactical investments, to marketing’s lead qualification and contribution to the
sales pipeline. A basic ROI analysis is used to run scenarios that indicate the key priorities for where
additional marketing support can most effectively lead to incremental sales and profitability. Improving
lead generation marketing is a continuous journey, but one that offers significant profit potential.
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MAXIMIZING LEAD GENERATION MARKETING ROI PART 2: INSIGHT, ALIGNMENT, & ACTION
By Jim Lenskold
December 2008
This is the second article in the four-part series on Maximizing Lead Generation Marketing ROI. The
other articles in this series include:
•
•
•

Part 1: Lead Quality Counts
Part 3: Measuring Effectiveness
Part 4: Dashboard Metrics

You run your marketing, generate those high quality leads we discussed in Part 1 of this article series,
hand these leads off to the sales team, and wait. Hey guys, anything happening over there with our
leads? Dead silence. The execs are asking about the ROI on your marketing efforts but you seem to
have lost sight of the financial returns which may or may not be present in the black hole where you
pass your leads into. The financial success of lead generation marketing is very much dependent on
how those leads are managed after the marketing handoff to sales.
The need to better align the sales and marketing organizations is generally well-known. These two
organizations are connected through their shared roles in motivating customer purchase activities and
divided by different cultures concentrating on different portions of the customer purchase funnel. No
one can argue with the fact that alignment is good, but what must you ultimately accomplish to drive
performance and profitability?
The big opportunities are tied to driving better informed actions, which is a combination of what you
know, what you do, and knowing how well you did. Marketing (and the sales team) can prioritize their
efforts, allocate budgets, and design high-impact strategies by managing insights, alignment and
actions in the following key areas:
•
•
•

Lead Transition
Funnel Tracking
Sales Effectiveness Support

Lead Transition
You’ve invested marketing dollars into generating those leads with the expectation that as many as
possible will proceed on their journey to become closed sales. Just like passing the baton in a relay
race, the handoff of leads from marketing to sales must be as seamless as possible during this
transition stage. The key metric to manage here is the ratio of Marketing Qualified Leads to Sales
Qualified Leads (MQL/SQL) which represents the percentage of leads sales qualifies and accepts.
There are two primary gaps in this transition that work against generating positive ROI from your lead
generation. The first is lead quality, which we covered in Part 1: Lead Quality Counts. We showed the
economics behind prioritizing lead quality over quantity and also stressed that feedback from the
sales team is essential to align marketing’s view of lead quality to sales’ definition of quality.
The second gap that is all too common and is a pitiful example of poor management processes is the
lack of follow-up contact from sales. The opportunity to generate good returns on lead generation
8
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marketing investments quickly fades without timely sales contacts as those good leads in the mix turn
cold.
Why would the sales team not follow up on marketing leads? The three primary reasons are:
•

Poor lead quality – We’ve already established that marketing must own lead quality as long
as sales is providing feedback to define lead quality. However, if you have just recently
improved quality, your challenge is to overcome old perceptions of quality problems.

•

Sales capacity – This is another critical area where marketing needs a feedback loop from
sales as well as a process to effectively manage the peaks and valleys of capacity. When
volumes are exceeding capacity, marketing must work with sales to manage lead handoff by
either holding and nurturing leads or tapping into external sales support resources.

•

Compensation Structure – There are some situations where the sales team earns more
compensation on sales-generated leads than on marketing-generated leads. If they are putting
more effort on their own leads instead of contacting marketing leads, you have to determine if
it is best to change the compensation structure, add more sales staff (internal or external), or
cut back on lead generation marketing.

The ROI analysis used to assess lead generation marketing helps to prioritize the process changes
necessary to improve the communication flow and alignment with sales. Leads that get lost in the
transition are a wasted use of marketing resources and a missed profit opportunity.
Funnel Tracking
As your leads successfully make it through the transition to the sales organization, you are now
interested in their travels through the purchase funnel. This is an area that is all about building insight
on customer behaviors and marketing/sales effectiveness. This insight is ideal for enriching strategy
and targeting. But of course, you are still dependent on the sales team for feedback on the lead
outcomes as they progress through the funnel.
The insight you are after includes:
•

Leakage points – You need to know where leads fail to progress to the next stage of the
buying cycle, either because the competition won them away or they stalled or cancelled their
purchase decision.

•

Leakage drivers – In addition to where leads leak in the funnel progression, you want to know
why. This insight should identify strategies that can be used to modify branding and lead
generation marketing, improve sales management, create new marketing initiatives, and
enhance product and pricing decisions.

•

Quantify Lost Value – Through sales management systems or rough estimates, the
opportunity value can be used to quantify the lost revenue and profits associated with specific
leakage points and leakage drivers. When you establish a financial value to problem areas
such as leads not contacted, opportunities lost because of no budget or opportunities lost
because of no management approval, you can then create the business case for new
marketing strategies that address those drivers.
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More detailed purchase funnels, preferably described from the buyer’s perspective, allow for better
assessment of your weak points. But even with sales automation that captures funnel performance
and leakage drivers, too much detail will become a burden on the sales team. Instead, use survey
research to periodically conduct a more comprehensive analysis.
Sales Effectiveness Support
As you break down these barriers between marketing and sales, you will find additional ROI potential
for marketing within the sales cycles. This is more than just basic sales support where marketing
provides collateral or presentation decks for the sales team to use as needed. You want to leverage
the insight you gain with funnel tracking to strategically develop marketing initiatives that improve your
profitability through:
•

Better funnel conversion rates – As we mentioned in Part 1 of the article series, if 90% or
more of leads are not converting into sales, you have a lot to work with. Converting more
marketing leads to sales helps the ROI of both the additional marketing support in the sales
cycle and your initial lead generation marketing.

•

Incremental customer value – Marketing running concurrent with sales management of
leads can help shift purchase decisions to higher value and higher profit margin products and
services. The sales team is going to put their emphasis on closing the sale while marketing
can concentrate on making the better mix of products and services more appealing.

•

Increase lifetime value – In addition to improving the value of the current purchase,
marketing can work on motivating repeat purchases and retention to extend the value of the
customer. Analyzing purchase behaviors and profiles of long-term customers provides insight
on how to better influence the customer relationship in earlier stages.

•

Shorten the sales cycle – With a detailed ROI calculation that includes the cost of sales
resources, your marketing efforts to shorten the sales cycle can be quantified in the reduced
cost of sales time. Shorter sales cycles also tend to increase conversion rates.

It is generally more profitable to increase conversion of existing leads than to generate more leads.
Think of this as a continuation of your lead generation effectiveness instead of a separate effort.
Alignment between marketing and sales involves sharing insights on lead outcomes and managing
lead success jointly through the entire process. Improvements come from understanding and
strategically addressing leakage points and leakage drivers. Your ROI analysis will help prioritize and
allocate budgets where you can have the greatest influence on the primary profit drivers of increasing
conversion rates, improving customer value, and reducing costs for both marketing and sales.
Now that we have established the insights you need to know, Parts 3 and 4 of this article series will
conclude with measurements and metrics for lead generation.
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MAXIMIZING LEAD GENERATION MARKETING ROI - PART 3: MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS
By Jim Lenskold
February 2009
This is the third article in the four-part series on Maximizing Lead Generation Marketing ROI. The
other articles in this series include:
•
•
•

Part 1: Lead Quality Counts
Part 2:Insight, Alignment & Action
Part 4: Dashboard Metrics

How do you know if your lead generation program is working and delivering a good ROI for the
company? You may be doing some lead tracking to understand conversion rates and customer
profitability, which is great. But the sales team will inevitably let marketing know that 1) marketing was
just a small step in closing the sale so they deserve the credit, 2) they would have found and closed
those leads anyway so there is no incremental value, or 3) the leads are fine but there is just never
enough. We need reliable measurements to both prove and improve our marketing effectiveness.
The first two parts of this article series published over the past few months have outlined what is
necessary to improve lead quality (covered in Part 1) and how to improve sales alignment for better
lead transition, tracking, and sales support that increases the close rates of those leads (covered in
Part 2). We’ll now look at the measurements challenges for lead generation as we provide insight into
the most common questions lead generation marketers raise with respect to measurements.
Lead Generation Measurements
Measurements around lead generation are made easier by the fact that once a contact is generated,
their interactions and outcomes can be tracked (systems and operational issues aside). But there are
also a number of challenges unique to lead generation, which require a closer look at what it takes to
get reliable measurements.
Let’s address the most common measurement questions, starting with the basic and moving to more
advanced. As you look through these, keep in mind that there are four primary categories of
marketing measurement that we can have to assess the incremental impact of marketing: pre-post
tracking or trending, market testing, modeling, and surveys.
How do you match lead contacts to buyer contacts when different people from the same
company are involved in the buying process? (lead tracking)
This match-back challenge can occur when the basic measurement technique is to track from the
marketing tactic generating the lead to closed sale. In some companies the sales system does not
contain enough detail to link the marketing contact, who may be a recommender or decision-maker,
with the buyer, who may be from procurement or another person on the purchasing “committee.” You
have a contact that is engaged with your marketing and passed into the sales organization as a lead
but your only tracking option is to go to a purchase database and try to make a match.
If you choose to match by contact name, you will under-state your marketing impact since you know
many of the buyers listed in the financial system do not represent the full set of decision-makers and
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recommenders you influenced. But if you match by just company name (as I have seen companies
do), you will over-state your marketing impact, especially if you have a reasonable number of large
clients with multiple buying groups.
A good compromise for those companies limited to some form of match-back is to match by company
name and location. It is still subject to error but gets closer than either extreme. An alternative is to
use periodic surveys of your marketing contacts to determine the sales close rate. The survey can
also be used as a checkpoint or calibration of your match-back process.
Which marketing tactic gets credit for the lead? (multi-touch marketing assessment)
Prospects are typically touched by multiple marketing contacts prior to qualifying as a lead that is put
into the sales cycle. In most lead measurements, the last marketing contact gets credited for
generating the lead. When most of your marketing efforts are response-oriented, this approach can
work fine. Every marketing contact is generating a level of interest and it took that last marketing
contact to get a certain set of prospects to become leads. This tracking approach will under-value
marketing initiatives that are better at generating interest and boosting the response for other
marketing initiatives and it can also over-value marketing touchpoints that pick up leads that would
have otherwise come in through other contacts.
The solution is not to allocate credit to multiple contacts but to set up measurements that isolate the
incremental impact of specific marketing initiatives. This can be done through market tests when
assessing specific tactics, or through modeling when assessing multiple tactics and their interaction
effects. Modeling can establish correlations to identify which touchpoints are most influential in
generating leads or closed sales.
Note: For a more detailed explanation of options and issues see our archived article “Measuring the
Impact of Multi-Touch Marketing.”
What incremental impact has marketing generated? (structured measures)
The best measure to show the true incremental impact of marketing is market testing using test and
control groups. I am generally not an advocate of complete “no-contact” control groups which require
eliminating marketing contacts for the purpose of demonstrating the incremental value of marketing
because we are typically not trying to prove that no marketing is a viable alternative. While there are
some instances where these complete no-contact control groups make sense, more often we will set
up control groups that have “business as usual” marketing and sales contacts with the exception of a
select marketing initiative(s) that are withheld. Market testing is also very effective to build the case for
adding new marketing initiatives.
For lead generation marketing, there are a number of market test measurements that are particularly
worthwhile to address your more critical marketing decisions.
1. Test a marketing tactic or integrated set of tactics to determine the incremental lift on leads
generated.
For direct marketing, your approach is to withhold specific direct mail or e-mail communications from a
random sample control group to determine the incremental lift in generating leads. If the control group
nets the same proportion of qualified leads as the test group, it is likely that your other lead generation
activities are capturing the opportunities out there. Any lift in the test group over the control group is
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attributed to your marketing.
Mass marketing tests require a geographic split of comparable markets or regions, matched through
careful sales trend analysis. The test markets receive the incremental marketing to determine the
incremental lift in quality leads.
2. Test the incremental value of lead generation marketing to the sales organization in terms of
incremental sales conversions and average customer value.
The same testing approach outlined above can be used to assess the impact on closed sales rates or
average customer value (in addition to lift in leads). This comparison is very appropriate when the
sales organization is trying to make the case that marketing is not adding value to the sales process
or that the leads generated would have been identified through the sales organization anyway. The
analysis should determine if the test group receiving marketing contacts experiences more leads, a
higher net close rate, and/or higher average customer value per sale than those receiving no or less
marketing contacts. This may require withholding marketing for the select accounts for a long period
of time and it is justified when there is an established belief that less marketing is needed. If you set
up your tracking to monitor performance changes during the test, you may be able to detect a decline
in performance early, at which time marketing can be resumed instead of allowing the control group to
hurt sales results.
Keep in mind that measurement success is dependent on having statistically significant sample sizes
to minimize the normal variance that might occur if you created the two groups and treated both the
same. There are analytic processes that can help set up the experimental design. Also be sure to
eliminate possible biases – for example you are better off comparing a portion of each sales rep’s
accounts than splitting the sample by account rep when the rep performance may vary.
3. Test and assess new marketing initiatives.
The addition of new marketing initiatives can easily fit into a market test structure. If the marketing
initiative is planned to launch nationally and there is the flexibility to do so, a measure of the initial
impact can be obtained through a phased-in launch that occurs regionally. Control groups are set up
within the regions launching last. The primary objective of the measurement should be on improving
the new marketing initiatives (as opposed to continuing vs. canceling). So the analysis should look
deeper than bottom line results for insights such as identifying that the marketing is working with
specific target segments or where in the customer funnel the performance is stronger or weaker.
4. Test extending lead generation programs beyond just lead volume to determine the
potential for nurturing programs or sales support marketing.
As we addressed in the first two articles of this series, there are often opportunities to improve lead
generation effectiveness not by increasing lead quantities, but by either increasing the conversion
rates within the sales pipeline or by nurturing leads that were generated but not yet qualified. The ROI
analysis can be used to show the profit potential of these initiatives. Market testing is used to develop
effective programs on a small scale with minimal budget and then build the case for additional
funding.
How do we measure leads passed to external channel partners and resellers? (collaborative
measures)
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When marketing organizations are passing leads to external channel partners, there is often a huge
gap in tracking that ultimately leads to the challenge identified in our first question above on
accurately matching contacts to buyers. There are several measurement approaches specifically for
third party relationships which are worth consideration.
1. Set requirements for channel partners to report lead outcomes on a regular basis. Some
companies are very successful with this approach, typically because they have good quality leads that
the channel partner is willing to work for. In other cases, the channel partner views the customer
relationship as their own and will not such disclose details. The goal is to find the win-win that
improves marketing effectiveness which is beneficial to both parties.
2. Set up a joint market test. This works well when testing new initiatives. If the channel partner
understands that your company needs to demonstrate the value of the specific lead generation
investment to benefit both organizations, they may provide enough quality feedback for an
assessment (maybe excluding customer details).
3. Use survey research. Survey your leads periodically to measure their final purchase decision.
Surveys are also a good opportunity to get detailed information on their funnel progression, leakage
reasons, and insight into competitive considerations.
Here is a brief re-cap of how different methodologies can be applied to assess lead generation
marketing effectiveness:
•

Pre-post tracking is an easy, low-cost measurement that provides insight into relative
effectiveness based on crediting just the final lead source. It is not entirely reliable but offers
directional information that can improve performance.

•

Surveys can help close data and tracking gaps. This is also a good methodology when
assessing marketing programs where sales are closed through channel partners or resellers
that do not report sell-through data back to your company.

•

Market testing is very effective for isolating the impact of a specific set of tactics or the
introduction of new campaigns. This also works well to identify the incremental lift of brand
marketing on lead generation effectiveness.

•

Modeling is the best solution to assess multiple marketing channels. More advanced modeling
techniques can be used to assess the impact of non-marketing factors on your marketing
effectiveness such as sales coverage, competitive activity, or market conditions.

In the next and final article of this series on lead generation ROI, we’ll cover lead generation metrics
and how these are used to manage your overall performance.
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MAXIMIZING LEAD GENERATION MARKETING ROI - PART 4: DASHBOARD METRICS
By Jim Lenskold
April 2009
This is the fourth article in the four-part series on Maximizing Lead Generation Marketing ROI. The
other articles in this series include:
•
•
•

Part 1: Lead Quality Counts
Part 2:Insight, Alignment & Action
Part 3: Measuring Effectiveness

In addition to measurements for specific tactics, which we covered in Part 3 of this 4-part series,
marketing executives must be attentive to overall performance management. This involves monitoring
and measuring key metrics to understand the collective impact of all marketing and sales efforts, to
ensure business goals can be met, and to support business decisions.
The objective of our dashboard metrics is not reporting as much as capturing insight that can be used
to improve performance. You want to select and define a set of metrics that 1) collectively reflects
what is driving financial performance, 2) shows early indicators of future performance and 3) identifies
specific areas of weakness where improvements can be beneficial. In this article, I’ll define 17 metrics
specifically for lead generation marketing, which you can consider as you develop your performance
management dashboard.
Framework for Key Metrics
Lead generation marketing plays the critical role of surfacing and engaging potential buyers to provide
new and better prospects for the sales organization. For lead generation, key metrics must provide
insight into lead quantity, lead quality, lead outcomes, and cost management. In addition to managing
total leads to ensure business goals are met, the most critical metrics are those that assess marketing
effectiveness in contributing to the primary profit drivers for the business, which include, 1) sales
conversion rate, 2) incremental profit per customer, and 3) the cost per sale (see diagram below).

Lead Generation metrics can be organized into the following categories:
•
•

Funnel progression metrics – covering conversion rates from initial contact through closed sale
Customer value metrics – covering the financial value that results from the leads generated
15
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•
•

Cost management metrics – covering the expense side
Goal attainment metrics – ensuring quantity and quality come together to meet business
objectives

Funnel Progression Metrics
We can break funnel progression metrics into the following four sub-categories that provide insight
into conversion quality:
•
•
•
•

New Leads
Sales Acceptance
Sales Readiness
Purchase Velocity

For each of these, we have a number of key metrics to consider.
New Leads
This first set of metrics is used to assess marketing effectiveness in terms of generating the right
number and the right type of leads.
Marketing Qualified Lead Rate combines several stages in the funnel to incorporate a quality
component into the marketing effectiveness assessment. This metric looks at the number of
marketing qualified leads (MQLs) that are generated from all marketing contacts. This ratio improves
as your marketing initiatives become more effective at generating more qualified leads, or more
efficient at screening out low potential contacts.
Marketing Qualified Lead Rate = # of MQLs / # of total marketing contacts
Example - Direct marketing campaign promoting Webinar
10,000 contacts reached
800 Webinar participants
200 marketing qualified leads
Marketing Qualified Lead Rate = 200 / 10,000 = 2%
As an alternative, you can split the marketing qualified lead conversion metric into two metrics. This
will provide more detail but the metrics must be used with caution, since improvements to the single
metric may not align to improved business results. You will see that the two examples below match up
to the example above.
Engagement Rate, in some cases referred to as a response rate, indicates how well Marketing
generates some form of action from its targeted contacts. It is focused more on lead quantity than
lead quality. Some marketing programs will generate fewer, high quality leads while others will attract
a high response among lower quality of leads. This metric can be used to diagnose problem areas or
compare how different marketing programs can be used in the marketing mix but is a low priority
metric in terms of managing lead quality and goal attainment.
Engagement Rate = # of contacts taking action / # of marketing contacts
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Example - Direct marketing campaign promoting Webinar
10,000 contacts reached
800 Webinar participants
Engagement Rate = 800 / 10,000 = 8%
Lead Qualification Rate is used with the engagement rate metric to determine how many of the
“engaged” contacts qualify for Marketing to hand off to Sales. This screening step is not always
included as a marketing responsibility, however, as we have noted in the first three articles of this
series, it is a step that significantly impacts marketing profitability.
Lead Qualification Rate = # of marketing qualified leads (MQLs) / # of leads generated
Example - Webinar participants qualified via marketing screening process
800 Webinar participants
200 marketing qualified leads
Lead Qualification Rate = 200 / 800 = 25%
Sales Acceptance
Sales acceptance of marketing-generated leads is the next critical step in the process. If Sales is
rejecting or even ignoring marketing leads, the marketing budget is not likely to be generating good
ROI. The definitions for marketing qualified lead screening should align to the requirements for sales
qualified leads (although not as strict).
Sales Acceptance Rate is one of the best indicators of lead quality, and could easily be labeled as the
“Lead Quality” metric. It is the ratio of sales qualified leads to marketing qualified leads. It serves as
an excellent indicator of how well Marketing is qualifying and screening leads to maintain high quality
levels. A good target to aim for is 70% - 80% MQL to SQL (see our archived article from Denny Head
for insight into his experience with this at Avaya).
Sales Acceptance Rate = # of Sales Qualified Leads (SQLs) / # of MQLs
Example - Marketing qualified leads from Webinar passed to Sales
200 MQLs passed to Sales
120 leads accepted as SQLs
Sales Acceptance Rate = 120 / 200 = 60%
Opportunity Rate tracks lead quality at a more precise level than the Sales Acceptance or Marketing
Qualified Lead Rate metrics. Opportunities are typically defined by the Sales organization as leads
that have clearly defined needs, purchasing authority, an expectation to purchase within a reasonable
time period, and budget. This metric is assessing Marketing’s ability to generate leads that are
generally ready to buy. It is based on the percent of leads generated converting to an opportunity.
Opportunity Rate = # of Opportunities / # of MQLs
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Example - Marketing qualified leads passed to Sales and qualified as opportunities
200 MQLs passed to Sales
80 leads converting to Opportunities
Opportunity Rate = 80 / 200 = 40%
You can substitute number of leads generated in place of the number of MQLs passed to Sales if that
works better for your organization.
Sales Pipeline Metrics
Too often, Marketing does not have system access to track their leads through the sales pipeline. As
we have established in the first three articles of this series, Marketing must have insight into and
contribute to influencing prospects at all stages of the purchase funnel. Marketing can have a
significant role in creating “sales readiness,” especially in those firms making the argument to invest in
branding to create stronger differentiation, and the best measures to understand the impact of those
efforts are in the conversion rates within the sales funnel. The other significant benefit in tracking
sales conversion rates is to understand sales effectiveness and where additional marketing support
can improve the net sales rate (remember from Part 1 that improving conversion rates late in the
purchase funnel has high ROI potential).
Opportunity to Close Rate summarizes the overall sales pipeline performance from the point of
identifying a viable buyer to winning the sale. This can be further split into conversion rates for each
major stage in the pipeline (such as opportunity to meeting, meeting to proposal, proposal to close) to
provide more detail, but these two points work fairly well in representing the area that Sales manages.
This detail is extremely valuable in diagnosing weak areas in the sales cycle.
Opportunity to Close Rate = # of Closed Sales / # of Opportunities
Lead to Close Rate (or Lead to Purchase Rate) captures the net outcome of the leads generated. This
assesses how many leads passed to sales (MQLs) convert into sales.
Lead to Close Rate = # of Closed Sales / # of MQLs
Sales Capacity (or # of Leads per Rep) is also a good indicator of sales performance. This is the
number of active leads managed divided by the number of sales people managing those leads. There
is a point where the number of active leads begins to hurt sales effectiveness and this metric should
show when that point is reached.
Sales Capacity = # of Active Leads / # Sales Reps
Purchase Velocity
Monitoring the pace of leads moving through the sales cycle provides additional insight that is often
missed. There are two high priority metrics in this category.
Lead Contact Velocity is the average number of days between leads being handed off to Sales and
Sales making initial contact (or contact attempts). It is an excellent indicator of sales capacity and can
help in understanding why lead quality might mistakenly be viewed as declining. We had a client who
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could not determine why fewer and fewer leads were converting to opportunities, only to discover that
the average days for the first contact had changed from 3 days to 14 days.
Lead Contact Velocity = Average # of Days from lead passed to lead contact
Lead to Close Velocity, also referred to as the sales cycle time, is the average number of days
between a lead being handed off to Sales, and the closed sale date. As the sales cycle duration
increases, it increases the cost to the sales organization, increases the number of active leads that
need to be managed, and typically means a lower sales conversion rate. This metric lets the
marketing organization know if additional effort needs to be put against sales readiness, or if
additional tactics are necessary within the sales pipeline.
Lead to Close Velocity = Average # of Days from lead passed to closed sale
Customer Value Metrics
In addition to conversion rates, the other component of lead quality is customer value. By “value,” we
are referring to the incremental profits generated from new customers and/or new sales. While
revenue and sales volume are important, we must get to profits if we are going to assess ROI and
ensure that our marketing programs generated more than we spent.
Customer value metrics help the marketing organization 1) improve targeting, 2) improve
effectiveness in attracting higher value leads, and 3) improve customer purchase decisions to buy
more or buy higher value products and services.
Average Profit per Customer should consist of the net present value of incremental customer profits
generated as a result of this campaign. It encompasses the current purchase and the repeat
purchases likely to follow (without additional investment in up-selling and cross-selling). This metric
could easily be modified to alternatives such as Average Profit per Sale (if buyers are not known or
tracked), or Average Profit per First Time Buyer.
Average Profit per Customer = total incremental profits / # of customers buying
Other metrics that reflect specific portions of customer value include Retention Rate (or Repeat
Purchase Rate), Average Profit per Order, and Average Orders per Year (or any other time period).
Cost Management Metrics
You want to be careful with cost metrics since any positive changes to conversion rates or customer
value can easily justify increased costs. However, you do want to look for opportunities to generate
the same lead quality with less expense.
The three cost management metrics that each show a slightly different perspective are
Cost per MQL, Cost per Opportunity, and Cost per Sale.
Cost per MQL (or Cost per Lead if you do not have a qualification stage) provides a very narrow,
marketing-only perspective that ends with the marketing leads. It is okay but not ideal.
Cost per MQL = Total Marketing Cost / # of MQLs generated
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Cost per Opportunity is probably the best metric for lead generation marketing since it sets the
objective that leads should be screened and nurtured properly and ready for the sales cycle.
Cost per Opportunity = Total Marketing Cost / # of Opportunities from MQLs
Cost per Sale is another excellent metric which provides an integrated Marketing and Sales
perspective. This includes both the marketing and sales expense so it motivates Marketing to provide
fewer, better leads.
Cost per Sale = Total Marketing & Sales Cost for a set of leads / # of closes sales from the same set
of leads
Goal Attainment Metrics
All of the metrics so far provide insight into your effectiveness and lead quality, but it is possible to
improve quality and then not have enough leads to reach your goals. This last set of metrics helps
ensure that you (Marketing and Sales together) are on track to meet the financial objectives of the
company.
Number of Active Leads per Period lets the marketing organization know if there are enough leads to
reach the sales goals for upcoming periods. This metric can indicate a sales capacity issue when too
high, letting Marketing know to reduce new leads. You could use the metric Lead Volume per Period,
which represents the total number of new leads that Marketing delivers to Sales, but that does not
take into consideration sales capacity and does not ensure there are enough leads in the pipeline to
generate the right number of sales.
Number of Active Opportunities per Period is an alternate version that will be more predictive of future
sales volumes. For either metrics, the sales organization should know how many active leads or
opportunities are necessary to meet closed sales goals. This is determined by using your target
number of closed sales and your conversion rate. For example, if your Opportunity to Close Rate is
10% and your target sales for each month is 20, then at any given time, the sales organization needs
to have 200 active opportunities. This is calculated by dividing the sales goal by the conversion rate
(20 / 10% = 200). The time period is not relevant as long as the Lead to Close Velocity remains
steady.
Projected Profit per Active Opportunity is the ideal metric to monitor the financial value of the pipeline.
It is used in conjunction with the Number of Active Opportunities per Period and the Opportunity to
Close Rate to forecast the future flow of profits from new sales. Realistically, this is more often tracked
as projected revenue per opportunity. While revenue does not show the true relative value of different
opportunities, it tends to fit the sales management process well.
Total Sales Volume per Period is an important outcome metric that is used with the Average Profit per
Customer to manage the financial performance from new sales.
Metrics Selection
We’ve covered a good set of metrics in several categories to monitor and manage overall lead
generation performance. These metrics extend into the sales pipeline, which is required to truly
manage the marketing impact on business outcomes, so work must be done to set up access and
tracking.
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Your primary metrics should be as comprehensive as possible in covering lead quality (conversion
rates and customer value), cost management, and goal attainment (lead quantity). Each marketing
organization will have a unique set of metrics. Your final set of metrics will be determined by:
•
•
•
•

The availability of the right data to track lead outcomes, including the sales pipeline
The quality of tracking data since you need to avoid using data that will report inaccurate
metrics
The customer relationship, since the detail of tracking data is dependent on your ability to
know progression through the funnel stages
Your decision process, since your dashboard and metrics should be defined based on how the
marketing organization makes decisions to manage their performance.

This concludes our 4-part series on Lead Generation ROI. There is clearly a significant opportunity to
improve the ROI of lead generation marketing with better measurement and management processes.
Whether it is better alignment with sales, better metrics, or leveraging new insights to guide marketing
strategies and tactical decisions, every step forward will result in improved marketing performance
and profitability.
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